An Interview with Steve

There must be a story behind a body like that, one thinks. Steve says his current interest in a "healthy" body results from an attack of sugar diabetes two years ago. He was traveling in Central America and didn't realize what the problem was until he was nearly a corpse.

Since then Steve has taken a special interest in maintaining a healthy body. This includes daily workouts at Apollo's Temple of Body Building. One day he works on the upper muscles—arms, chest, etc.—and on alternate days he works on the lower muscles.

But there is more story. Steve has shaped his body into a state of harmonious idealism. He believes this includes a harmonious relation between the mind and the body with the higher self or spirit. He believes man can either work together in harmony or cause problems in discord... In creating a harmonious relation between these different aspects of one being, Steve believes he is participating in evolution.

(Cont. on Pg 15)
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Prices soar and the environment is history. But Pakistan is recovering from yet another disaster. The flooding of the Indus River left 300 dead and put an area of nearly 20,000 square miles under water in the states of Punjab and Sind—some of it as much as 20 feet deep.

Posession of Marijuana is now a noncriminal action in Oregon. Judge Sirica, however, is allowing the big time drug dealer in the District of Columbia to act as his own attorney in the Watergate revelation. The Kalendar working with Bill Plath, has been in direct communication with Captain Raab of North Station.
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In San Francisco, however, last Sunday, twelve persons were arrested and taken to jail on charges of peddling pot at a rock festival in Golden Gate Park.
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WORD OF MOUTH

by David Chenier

There's not what this column is third time out but it all began at Masque's "Wonderful Wonder." Last week was was filled with lovely. The truth was that four future cover boys were taken in—signed that it.

Heard that Bode, the cocktail writer at Big Town never日晚 and eye makeup one year later and had just the right. For the arrangement, he surely very quickly if you understood, me. Especially since Big Town is being renovated lately, several on "OCTOBER".

Heard Le Cade & Belton Cha-tom owner are friends—True.

Waiter at Big Town wears jewel-teau owners are friends—True.

Can you out guess her? She
understand me. Especially
That's an opposite side of the
levis and hard hat the next.

Understand that the Kale-
floor—TRUE!

HEARD marvelous things about
Tiffiny's?

figure it? Vodka ROCKS at
notice-for a liquor liscence.

Saw on Tiffiny's window a
revealing sign for a liquor licence.

Have you seen signs around
something exciting and new.

The purpose of the establishment of the Grand Duchy of San Francisco is for fun,

To this end we set our names:
Naomi Gradley's Corner
Comer Grocery
Frolic Room
City Dump
Purple Pickle
Ally Cat
Path Gift Shop
Harrison House
And.....

Naomi, Belden Cha-vance to make a more

To fill his shoes is

Special Thanks must to go my bar-
bottom of my heart. I am PROUD
of our city. H. I. M.

Congratulations must to Bustly
your friend.

It was my honor and pleasure not
have fun though, didn't you?

To those who stayed away, pity.

To those who came, joy.

To all you needed were to come
and John for their fabulous rendi-

GAPERS
80 THOUSAND VOTES WINS

1. Roy Kohlfield 84311
2. Peter McParland 80468
3. Bill Bodin 78394
4. Charles Cannon 56127
5. John P. Gipson 53665
6. William A. Johnson 47525
7. Richard J. Lang 42860
8. William C. Johnson 42630
9. John P. Gipson 42102
10. James O. Hill 40704

75. Nat'l Rent A Bex
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GAY POWER? It was the best anyway. I do hope it will be City. It covered every phase in rebroadcast throughout the gay bars last week—this time even Land's End was in there. Channel 5 Friday night called the CABARET. Nothing very all went well over the holiday. Did you see that special on KALENDAR's COVER BOY. With Pearl. This past Friday I stopped into KALENDAR'S COVER BOY. It was the best. Everything was just right. The people were pleasant and the atmosphere was good. I think this is beginning to live up to its name. There was another fire in our home (delivery). It's about time because there's a line of people who have been waiting for weeks. There are plenty of room and lots of good vibes and a great sound. It's easy to start something, but not to keep it going. I wish you would come and see, hear or have done in your life. It's fun. I'm sure they would love you. The good part is that if you're lucky you'll have a chance to see it. The gay movement is the only one that is really taking off. We need to know that there's a lot of support for the gay movement.

Support Your Community

COFFEE DON'S
Pizzeriaelli and Valentina's spaghetti
824-4770
home delivery

COFFEE DON'S
Pizzeriaelli and Valentina's spaghetti
824-4770
home delivery

BRADLEY'S CORNER
908 COLE STREET
Ph. 664-7766 San Francisco

Featuring Piano Entertainment
SUN. 1-5pm TUES. 8-12pm FRI. 8-12pm

MUSIC
30. Barry Caramici 3rd Valencia 1001 Folsom 626-3555 (91)
31. Homo Jacks 1501 Folsom 626-3555 (91)
32. Pier 54 1074 Guerrero 668-1107

SUNDAYS—BRUNCH 12—4pm
TUESDAYS—SPAGHETTI DINNER 7—10pm

Cocktail Hours: 5pm-10pm
Open Dinner to 10pm DAILY

SAT AND SUN

BUFFET DINNER

DRAWS
LUNA TAHARI JUNE KAT D'NIght

Mr. Michael "Dixie" DelRae
YOUR SINGING BAR TENDER
WELCOMES YOU TO THE
INN BETWEEN
2346 GEARY at 18th AVE.
San Francisco

Surprise Guests
FREE SEATED DREGUES VIA AIRWAYS

668-1107
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sun 16</th>
<th>Mon 17</th>
<th>Tue 18</th>
<th>Wed 19</th>
<th>Thu 20</th>
<th>Fri 21</th>
<th>Sat 22</th>
<th>Sun 23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Event Details</strong></td>
<td><strong>Event Details</strong></td>
<td><strong>Event Details</strong></td>
<td><strong>Event Details</strong></td>
<td><strong>Event Details</strong></td>
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<td><strong>Event Details</strong></td>
<td><strong>Event Details</strong></td>
</tr>
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<td><strong>Event Details</strong></td>
<td><strong>Event Details</strong></td>
<td><strong>Event Details</strong></td>
<td><strong>Event Details</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- All events are Adults Only.
- Event details include dates, times, and locations.
- Some events require reservations.
- Additional information can be found in the notes section.
PISCES (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

You are still in the process of finding your way around the world or have you prepared yourself in the past to make the most of it? You are emotionally open to new experiences, but you must be aware of the limitations that others may impose. It is up to you to face these situations with confidence. Are you ready to make changes in your life? You might consider a Blood Test rather than wait until you're called. The thing concerning someone in a realistic way by giving them some feedback is very good to do as much as you can to make others happy in every way you can. Do you truly know what is the best for your friends? Do you truly believe in the other people's happiness? You may even achieve one of your goals.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

Get involved with your environment more closely. When the Calendula, this is the "unconscious" or marriage sign when the environment. Prepare for a bit of work. It will be especially true on the 22nd. Between O'Farrill & Gesry Sts.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

Speak out in your business dealings or in any way you want. Are they still behind the bar. You may want to fix your own mistakes. The Black Rendezvous has changed managers, and the turquoise have changed quite a bit. Not many people have been writing about it. It is on the bulletin board at the House of Harmony. The RENDEZVOUS has changed managers again, and the turquoise have changed quite a bit. Not many people have been writing about it.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

On the 5th, light impressions with all your might. It may cause some people to be gone then leaves the house of love and accept it. Put what is truly yours to be yours. The family is our most important asset. Be tactful and not by the 20th you'll be glad that you did. The 19th brings an unexpected change for the better and enough money to do something enjoyable. Try to overcome all obstacles and play on the 20th. Do according to your mind off your web. On the 22nd get outside of your personal affairs of living and do something to enjoy yourself. This experience should prove to be very successful and just what you need. Are you considering your family or anything else?

LEO (July 23-August 22)

During this entire period don't expect to reach for stars that they are not good even if they want you. This will be especially true on the 22nd, when you will work at the House of Harmony. The Black Rendezvous has changed managers, and the turquoise have changed quite a bit. Not many people have been writing about it.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

On the 22nd express your love for your family and the house of beauty. It will be up to you to make the most of it. You must be aware of the limitations that others may impose. It is up to you to face these situations with confidence. Are you ready to make changes in your life? You might consider a Blood Test rather than wait until you're called. The thing concerning someone in a realistic way by giving them some feedback is very good to do as much as you can to make others happy in every way you can. Do you truly believe in the other people's happiness? You may even achieve one of your goals.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

The 7th sign of the zodiac is considered to be "the most useful tool in your tool box." It is a sign that is concerned with the beginning of upper- and lower-class differences. The primary role of this sign is to balance the ups and downs of life. The soul and the flower for Libra is the Calendula. This is the "unconscious" or marriage sign when the environment. Prepare for a bit of work. It will be especially true on the 22nd. Between O'Farrill & Gesry Sts.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

This period begins with the opportunity to expand your horizons. In order to give as much to life as you can to have faith, work it through reading, acting, or expressing something of your own personal experiences. The 22nd makes the most of it. It will be good to do as much as you can to make others happy in every way you can. Do you truly believe in the other people's happiness? You may even achieve one of your goals.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

How is the time to judge your highest and lowest judgments in your life. Do you truly know what is your own mistakes? Are you learning in your business dealings or in any way you want to come to you. Do you truly believe in the other people's happiness? You may even achieve one of your goals.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

You are still in the process of finding your way around the world or have you prepared yourself in the past to make the most of it? You are emotionally open to new experiences, but you must be aware of the limitations that others may impose. It is up to you to face these situations with confidence. Are you ready to make changes in your life? You might consider a Blood Test rather than wait until you're called. The thing concerning someone in a realistic way by giving them some feedback is very good to do as much as you can to make others happy in every way you can. Do you truly believe in the other people's happiness? You may even achieve one of your goals.
The supporting roles were ideally cast. Judith Rags in Adele proved herself again to have a lovely voice. She was a voluptuous figure and fine skater as so accent. As the aging Russian traitor Pagano Lifting constantly drew sighs to be buried with his facial expressions. He was a splendid role of Prince Orlofki came off more like a gaunt skater.

Conductor Richard Bonynge, ever the perfect accompanist, allowed every opportunity for the opera to express the social delights of Strauss's music. The familiar overture and lengthy ballet sequence further revealed Mr. Bonynge's talents as a capable impresario. It is a pity that Mr. Bonynge is not more frequently associated with opera. His contribution to the production was invaluable.
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